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ABSTRACT

In this report we develop a high-level design method for embedded
systems based on CCS (A calculus of communicating systems) and'a
variant of CCS called ASCCS. CCS is used because of its simplicity
compared to ASCCS. The reason for using ASCCS is its capability to deal
with mUlti-way communication in an elementary way. Using the obj ect
oriented design philosophy we partition an environment into objects,
described as agents in CCS. The objects are communicating
asynchronously with the embedded system to be designed.
As a design constraint, we demand undeadlockable communication
between the environment and the interface of the embedded system.
We use an equivalence relation for agents called failure equivalence
to find the set of CCS descriptions of interfaces that fulfil the
constraint of undeadlockable communication.
In general, it is not possible to generate an embedded system from the
environment specification alone; additional information is needed.
The designer has to provide knowledge about the internal
communication mechanism in a high-level manner using 'causal
relations' . These relations constrain the internal communication of
the embedded system and select one interface from the above set.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

LOGIC:
notation

=
.J.r

PAQ
...,P
P~Q

PRQ
Ex:X:P
Ax:x:P

SETS:
notation

E

~
{a,b,c}
{xlp(x)}

AUB
AcB
g(X)

CCS:
notation

A
L(X)

1
A
T

V,lJ.

lJ.:S
NIL
S+T
SiT
S\a.

S[a./B]
A*

w
---=t

::

meaning
equals
is distinct from
P and Q
not P
if P then Q
P if and only if Q
there excists an x in set X such that P
for all x in set X, P

meaning
is a member of
the empty set
the set with members a,b and c
the set of all x such that P(x)
A union B
A is contained in B
the powerset of X

meaning
set of visible actions
sort of agent X
actions that range over A
complementary action of A
invisible action
actions that range over AU{T}
sequential composition of lJ. and S
additive identity element
sum of Sand T
parallel composition of Sand T
S restricted by a.
S with B relabelled by a.
set of sequences with elements from A

sequence of visible and invisible actions

sequence of visible actions
observation equivalence
failure equivalence



EMBEDDED
notation

V
VI
W
P(VI)
Xw
F
G

3

SYSTEM DESIGN:
meaning
set of agents
set of non-terminating agents without T-cycles
reduced set of non-terminating agents without T-cycH~s

set of generalized agents
generatorset of agent W
signalling transformation
detection transformation
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 ID1BEDDED SYSTEMS

What makes a system embedded [Zave]? Embedded refers to the fact tt.at
these systems are embedded in larger systems whose primary purposes
are not computation; think of real-time systems for process control
like flight-guidance, patient-monitoring, etc.
The real-time demands of an environment cause these systems to have
relatively rigid and urgent performance requirements. The interface
between an embedded system and its environment tends to be
asynchronous, highly parallel and distributed. The environment is
likely to consist of a number of objects which interact with the system
and with each other.
This makes requirements difficult to specify. Finally, embedded
systems are extraordinarily hard to test. The complexity of the
system/environment interface is one obstacle, and the fact that these
systems often cannot be tested in their operational environment is
another. It is not feasible to test flight-guidance systems by flying,
nor to test ballistic-missile-defence systems under battle
conditions.

To handle these problems availability of structured embedded system
design techniques is required. This report suggests such a method.

1.2 A DESIGN METHODOLOGY·

A methodology is a system of methods (Webster diet. 1978). A
methodology is based on a set of fundamental rules of conduct,the
principles of a methodology. We identify the following three major
design principles [Berg]:

- complexity decomposition,
- proof-of correctness,
- guided design.

The principle of complexity decomposition refers to a decomposition
of the design problem into intellectually manageable steps which
requires a limited number of design decisions and produces design
specifications of limited size and detail.
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Proof-of-correctness shows in a mathematical way that the detailed
system adheres to the system specifications. This principle assumes
that the ,system specifications are correctly identified and
unambigeously described.
The principle of guided design refers to a constrained and controlled
process of stepwise system design and proof-of-correctness. A design
method must permit the designer to begin with a set of specifications
and then to systematically derive a design that satisfies the
specification.

The logical features are incorporated into concepts. Major concepts
are:

Abstraction [Guttag], based on the principle of complexity
decomposition, provides a mechanism for separating those attributes
that are relevant in a given context from those that are not. For
example, in programming, one of the most significant aids to
abstraction is used in the abstract function. At the level where it is
invoked, it separates the relevant detail of 'what' from the
irrelevant detail of 'how'. Similarly, at the level of the
implementation, it is usually unnecessary to complicate the 'how' by
considering the 'why I. This means that, for instance, the exact
reasons for invoking a subroutine are' rarely of concern to its
implementor.

The application of the principle of guided design and proof-of
correctness can be made effective by the concept of a calculus for
system design. This concept must ensure that the use of abstraction
makes visible and usable the information which is required for the
application of the principle of proof-of-correctness. The
calculus must allow for the' calculation' of the effect of composing
system behaviour constructs. Then, alternative designs of specific
system components may be evaluated as to their ability to satisfy
given system requirements. Hence, the result of such an evaluation can
be used to guide the design process.

1.3 OBJECT ORIENTED DESIGN

Abstraction and information hiding form a foundation for what we call
object-oriented development [Booch]. A system may be viewed as a set
of obj ects which interact with each other. The most important features
of an object are:
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- It can be modelled as a finite state machine.
Because of the existence of states, obj ects are not
input/output mappings like procedures and functions.

- It is characterized by the actions in which it can be engagec:I.

The major steps are [Abott]:

- Identify the objects and their attributes.
This step involves the recognition of the maj or agents in the
problem space.

- Identify the operations performed on or by each obj ect. This
step in needed to characterize the behaviour of each obj ect by
determining the operations that may be performed on or by the
object. We also establish the dynamic behaviour of each
object by identifying the constraints upon time and space
that must be taken into account, for example an ordering in
time of the operations that must be performed.

- Establish which objects communicate and which actions are
involved in this communication.
We identify the static dependencies among obj ects to capture
the topology of objects from our model of reality.

- Establish the interface of each object.
The interface forms a boundary between the outside view and

an inside view of an object. We produce a module specification
using a suitable notation (in our case: CCS).

- Implement each object.
This step may involve further decomposition or composition.

Although the steps in the strategy may appear mechanical , it is not an
automatic procedure. It requires a great deal of real-world knowledge
and intuitive understanding of the problem.

Advances in an object-oriented design approach are:

- parallel processing.
We have a natural way of partitioning, due to the concurrency
of the real-word objects.

- Enhanced understandability, modularity, maintainability and
testability due to the fact that objects and their related
operations are localized.

In this report we use an obj ect-oriented approach to describe
environmental objects.
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1.4 OUTLINE OF THE REPORT

Chapter 2 gives a summary of the design calculus CCS and its
extension to ASCCS to embrace multi-way communication. ccs is'a
calculus for describing asynchronous communicating agents. We use CCS
to describe the environment and the interface of the embedded system.
The more general calculus ASCCS is used to describe the communication
between the sUbsystems that make up an embedded system.

In the embedded system design method we demand the
interface/environment communication to be undeadlockable. This
constraint is used to select interfaces that are all 'equivalent in
their deadlock behaviour'. To be able to work out this idea in CCS,
chapter 2 extends CCS with an equivalence called failure equivalence,
based on the failures concept of the CSP calculus [Hoare].

ASCCS, extended with the notion of deadlock and failure equivalence is
the starting point for the design method. Failure equivalence is used
to generate a set of interface systems that communicate
undeadlockable with the environment. This generation of systems is
the sUbject of chapter 3.
In chapter 4 we define causal relations. Causal relations provide a
means for inserting knowledge about the internal communication of the
embedded system. This chapter uses the possibility of ASCCS for multi
way communication.

Chapter 5 puts together the results of chapter 3 and 4 in a general
embedded system design method and gives an example.

Chapter 6 concludes and gives suggestions for further research.
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h CALCULI FOR DESIGN

Milner's calculus of communicating systems CCS [Milner1] is a process
algebra on the communication behaviour of nondeterministic finite
state machines. Other process algebras are CSP [Hoare] and trace
theory [Rem].
An advantage of CCS is the presence of a natural extension of the
calculus to a calculus called ASCCS. Section 2.2 briefly discusses
aspects of ASCCS.

We assume a set ~ of names. We use a,B, ... to range over names. We
assume a set -.; of co-names, disjoint from ~ and in bijection with it;
the bijection is (-):
a.E~ ~~E'Z
Using (-) also for the inverse bijection we have ~ = a.
We now assume I\=~ u'Z to be the set of labels. A sort L is a subset of l\.. A
label represents an action. We call a. and a. complementary actions. An
exception is the invisible action, denoted by 7, that does not belong
to 1\. We shall consistently use).. to range over 1\ and v, /J. to range over
l\.U{7}.
A synchronisation tree S is a rooted tree whose arcs are labelled with
either 7 or an action. Notation: 5

/k.
5/ S;< Sr.

fig 2.1: synchronisation tree

for the tree whose initial arcs are labelled with /J. 1 ••• /J. I and which has
subtrees S 1 ••• S I at the end of these arcs. We call ':' the sequential
composition operator. The tree with no arcs is denoted NIL, and
joining two trees (identify roots) is denoted S+T. The branches of S+T
are either branches of S or of T.

Axioms:
S + NIL = S

S + T = T + S
(S + T) + U = S + (T + U)

S + S = S
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If S can perform a finite seqence Wof visible and invisible actions,
and become T we write:

w
S~T

For the sequences of visible actions obtained by deleting all
occurrences of T from W we write:

t
S~T

when S contains a path from its root to T on which the sequence of
visible actions is t. /\..* is the set of sequences with actions from /\...

Milner defines a chain of equivalence relations (n~O) as follows:

(i) S :::0 T for all S,T
(ii) S :::n+l T iff for all tE/\..*

t t
(a) S:=::}SI (~T' : T:=::}T I A SI T I)-n

t ...
(b) T:=::}T I (~S I : S:=::}SI A SI T I)-n

Two trees Sand Tare observationally equivalent, S:::T, iff for all
n, S::: nT. The following laws (T-Iaws) hold for observation equiv<;l.lence:

S+T:S ::: T:S
T:S ::: S

u:S+u: (T:S+T) ::: u: (T:S+T)

Inference rule: (S ::: T) :=::} (u:S+U ::: u:T+U)

Observation equivalence doesnot generally hold in additive contexts.
Although S ::: T:S is valid, it is not always the case that S+T ::: T:S+T.

The language CCS is generated by the following grammar:

S ::= NIL I ~:S I S+S I sis I S\~ I S[~/B].

We use V to denote the set of synchronisation trees which can be
described in CCS (i.e. generated by the grammar of CCS).

We have already dealt with the first three forms. siT is called
parallel composition of Sand T and for trees

I J
S = 1: y·:S· T = 1: u·:T·

i=l 1 1 j=l J J

with y i' U j E/\.. U{ T}
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The composition is defined by:

The two final types of CCS processes are defined for S:

restriction: S\a = ~ vi: (Si\a)
vi;ta

Restriction prunes away branches involving the particular event a.

. I
relabel11ng: S[a/B] =.~ vi[a/B]:Si[a/B]

1 = 1

where for an action v, v [alB] is a if v=B and v otherwise. Relabelling
replaces all occurrences of one label by another.

2.2 ASCCS: A CALCULUS CLOSELY RELATED TO CCS

In 1980, Milner published a book on CCS [Milner1]. In later reports,
Milner described a general calculus calles SCCS [Milner2, Milner 3] ] .
This calculus is capable of dealing with synchronous as well as
asynchronous agents. CCS is a calculus, derivable from SCCS. Another
asynchronous calculus, also derivable from SCCS, is ASCCS.
In this report we use ASCCS because of one advantage over"CCS: ASCCS is
capable of describing mUlti-way communication in an elementary way. A
more complete discussion of ASCCS is beyond the scope of this report.
We only explain the way in which ASCCS to handles mUlti-way
communication.

In CCS two actions can never occur simultaneously unless they are
complementary, like a and~. In ASCCS, by contrast, the sequential
composition operator, for example aB: P may require a and B to occur
simultaneously. The idea of complementary action is generalized in
ASCCS. Consider the parallel composition of three systems:
(••.;;. •.) I(•••13. • .) I(•••aB. . . )
In one multi-way communication action, the three reach their
successor states. This makes restriction somewhat different in ASCCS
as compares to CCS.

In CCS we write ( .. . a ... ) 1( •• •0:••• ) and restrict over {a} if a and a.
are internal. We hereby forbid a and ex: and aa to take place and only
allow the T, that is generated if both action and complementary action
are engaged in communication.
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In ASCCS however, in
( ••• 0:••• ) I( ... ~ ... ) 1(···a.B ••• )
the restriction over {a.,B} means restriction over O:,B,a.B,a.B,~a.B,.Ba.B
and aBa.B. We only allow T to occur.

CCS agents are interpreted in ASCCS with the same meaning. This makes
the transformation from a description in CCS to a description in ASCCS
a trivial one. As mentioned above, the extension of ASCCS is its
capability to handle mUlti-way communication. A drawback compared to
CCS is the fact that the reduction rules for CCS (T-laws) in general
cannot be applied in ASCCS.

2 • 3 AN EQUIVALENCE TO CAPTURE DEADLOCK

CCS extended with a definition of deadlock and an equivalence called
failure equivalence form the basis of our design method. In this
section, we add the notion of deadlock to CCS. The calculus CSP
(co~~unicating sequential processes) [Hoare] defines deadlock. In
section 2.3.1. we define deadlock in terms of CCS.
Failure set is a CSP concept to capture deadlock. Section 2.3.2
defines failure equivalence based on this concept [Brookes].

2.3.1 DEADLOCK BETWEEN PAIRS OF SYSTEMS

In CSP [Hoare, page 171], STOP describes a system that is defined as
one that never engages in any action. It is not a useful system and
probably results from a deadlock or other design error. However, there
is one good reason why a system should do nothing more, namely that it
has already accomplished everything it was designed to do. Such
systems are said to terminate succesfully and are denoted by SKIP to
distinguish them from STOP.

Both STOP and SKIP are represented in CCS by NIL. This confronts us
with a problem in defining deadlock for CCS agents that describe such
systems. If an agent behaves like NIL we don't know wether it
terminates succesfully or deadlocks.
In order to avoid this problem we restrict ourselves to systems that
can always be engaged in a new action. Such systems are designed never
to terminate succesfully, but can always be engaged in new actions. An
agent is called non-terminating if every derivative of the agent can
be engaged in a new action. If non-terminating agents communicate and
there is a situation in which no further actions are possible for the
communicating agents, we are dealing with deadlock.
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We also restrict ourselves to systems without cycles of invisible
actions (T-cycles). An agent performing a T-cycle cannot be
distinguished from one that is doing nothing (NIL) . Deadlock for such
systems is difficult to define.

We introduce the idea of deadlock to CCS for a pair of systems that are
designed never to terminate.
In section 2.1 we defined V as the set of all agents.
Let V' cV be the set of agents without T-cycles and with non
terminating behaviour.
An element v of V is also an element of V' iff

I J
V =.E Ai:Vi +.E T:V'J' where I>O or J>O and

1 = 1 J = 1

Tn

(Ai,j:15i5I"15j5J: Ai fL(V) A(,An:n>O:.., (V ~V)AVi fV'AVI j fV')

Next we define undeadlockable communication between systems.

A pair of agents (X, Y) fV'XV' is called self-contained if L(X)=L(Y). A
self-contained pair has no external communication with other systems.
An embedded system and its environment make up such a pair. We define
deadlock for self-contained pairs.

DEFINITION: (UN)DEADLOCKABLE

AfV' and BfV' and (A,B) is a self-contained pair. In general
I J

A =.E a.i:Ai +.E T:Al J.1 =1 J = 1

and
K L

B = E B:B + E T:Bl lk=l k k 1=1

Undeadlockability for such a pair is defined by induction:

(A,B) is always O-undeadlockable.
(A,B) is p+1-undeadlockable for p~O iff for all i,j,k and 1:

(i) (a.i=Bk)~(Ai,Bk) is p-undeadlockable and
(ii) (Ali,B) is p+1-undeadlockable and
(iii) (A,E l

l ) is p+1-undeadlockable.

(A,B) is undeadlockable iff (A,B) is p-undeadlockable for all pfN.
(A,B) is deadlockable iff (A,B) is not undeadlockable.

END OF DEFINITION
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Note that in the case of p-undeadlockability the variable p counts the
minimum number of communication actions in the self-contained pair
before deadlock. .

2.3.2 FAILURE EQUIVALENCE

Failure equivalence ('=') [Brookes] is defined as follows:

Let S EV' and TEV' the agents that describe a self-contained pair of two
systems in CCS. Let S' and T' describe the same two systems in CSP.

(S=T)~failures(S')=failures(T')

This is the link between CCS and CSP. It is not subj ect of this paper to
go in detail on CSP.

Failure equivalence is implied by observation equivalence:
(S :: T) ~ (S =T)

There are four reduction rules in failure equivalence:

(R1) S+T:T+U _ T: (S+T)+T:T+U
(R2) T:S _ S
(R3) u:S+u:T+U _ u: (T:S+T:T)+U
(R4) T: (u:S+T)+T: (uS'+T') _ T: (u:S+u:S'+T)+T: (u:S+u:S'+u:T')

Inference rule: (I1) (S = T) ~ (u:S+U = u:T+U)

The fact that = is weaker than:: enables us to use the T-laws (theorem
7.13, cor.7.l4 [Milner]):

(Tl) u:T:B - u:B
(T2) B+T:B - T:B
(T3) u: (B+ T: C) +u : C - u: (B+T: C)
(T4) B+ T: (B+ T: C) - T: (B+C)

We add a corollary to this:

(Cl) S+T:(T+T:U) = S+T+T:U
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deduction: Choosing T identical to T:P in (R1) gives:
(Rll (Tl) (R3)

S+T:P+U _ T: (S+T:P)+T:T:P+U = T: (S+T:P)+T:P+U
T: (T: (S+T:P)+T:P)+U (1)

According to (T3): T: (S+T:P)+T:P = T: (S+T:P)
Using (I1):

(11) (Tll
T: (T: (S+T:P)+T:P)+U = T:T: (S+T:P)+U = T: (S+T:P)+U (2)

(1) and (2) give S+T:P+U = r: (S+T:P)+U

Based on the CSP concept of failure sets we state:

S EV I "T ET I

(S=T)~(AV:VEV'''L(S)=L(T)=L(U):(S,U) is undeadlockable~

(T,U) is undeadlockable)

We do not prove this in the report. This gives the above statement the
status of a conjecture.
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d SYSTEM GENERATION

In this chapter we develop a theory to design an embedded systems
interface in a high-level way using CCS. We use the notions of deadlock
and failure equivalence of the preceding chapter.

3 • 1 GENERATION OF INTERFACE OBJECTS

An embedded system can be divided into two subsystems: the interface
that communicates with the environment and the internal system that
does not communicate with the environment:

ENVIRONMENT

fig. 3.1: Interface and internal system.

In general, the interface (as well as the internal system) can be
considered to consist of communicating agents. We distinguish the
following design activities:

- Definition of interface objects.
- Definition of internal system objects.
- Definition of the communication between the agents that make

up the embedded system.

Inspired by the object-oriented design approach we partition the
environment into objects. Objects are described as agents in CCS. with
every environmental object we associate an interface object:
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fig 3.2: interface objects.

Figure 3.2 shows the objects in the interface. The inter-object
communication in the embedded system is the sUbj ect of chapter 4 and
will not be discussed here.

In our design approach the environment configures the interface in two
ways:

1. The partitioning of the environment into obj ects dictates
the partitioning of the interface into objects.
2 . We demand undeadlockable communication between every
environmental object and its corresponding interface
object.

The second point leads to the following problem:
Given an environmental Object, what are the main characteristics of
corresponding interface object?

The undeadlockability constraint does not uniquely define a
corresponding interface obj ect. On the contrary, the interface
constraint admits a set 'of corresponding interface objects.

The approach we will take to find this set is:

- V' is defined as the set of agents without r-cycles and with
non-terminating behaveour.behaviour (see chapter 2). We
reduce V to an agent WEWCV' such that V::W. We will demonstrate
a way to find such W in section 3.2.
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- For WEW we define a function X:W~ P(V'), where P(VI) stands
for the powerset of VI. Xw is a set of systems with the
property:
Every element of Xw communicates undeadlockable with W. The
fact that X is defined on Wis the reason for reducing VEV I to
WEW. A redefinition of X on VI makes matters more complicated
than necessary.

- Xw generates a larger (complete) set of systems that
communicate undeadlockable with W; Xw is a generatorset.
Failure equivalent systerns have the same deadlock behaveour
(chapter 2) . Thus V:W implies that every system generated by
Xw also communicates undeadlockable with V. We have reached
our goal: The environmental object V communicates
undeadlockable with every element generated by Xw. We will
discuss this in section 3.3.

3.2 REDUCTION OF AGENTS UNDER FAILURE EQUIVALENCE

We start with defining W.

DEFINITION: W

W C VI An element X of VI is also an element of W iff

J K j
W =.E (1 :E WJ' k:WJ'k) where J>O and (Aj:1~j~J:KJ'>O) and

J=l k=l

(Aj,j"k,k':1~j'~J·1~k~Ki:WjkEL(W)~WjkEW~
L (w j k=w j I k I ):::} (W j k=Wj I k I ) ] )

END OF DEFINITION

In words, an expression WEW has the following properties:

-All summands of Ware guarded by a 1.
-If two actions are the same, their successor states also are the same.

VICV is the set of agents without 1-loops and with non-terminating
behaviour as defined in chapter 2.
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THEOREM 3.1

PROOF

We suffice with an outline of the proof. The complete proof is in
appendix A.

The proof goes in three steps:

1. Remove of the 'nested T'S'.
An agent P has nested T'S iff:
(E.P,P' ,P" ,t:p€VIAp' €VIAp" €V1At€(AU{T})*:P-4 P' 7':7' ,P' ')
Repeated application of (e1): S+T:(T+T:U) == S+T+T:U enables us to
remove the nested T'S.
2. Reduce such that all summands are guarded by a T.
A summand of a system P is called T-guarded iff the first action of the
summand is invisible. (R2): T: S == S is used to insert aT. To remove
non-T-guarded summands we use (R1): S+T:T+U == T: (S+T)+T:T+U. Here, we
have guarded S by a T.
3. Remove identical actions with different successor states.
After repeated application of steps 1 and 2 we have reduced an agent of
V' to:

I<
J j

P=.~ T:( ~ }.J'k:PJ'k)
J=l k=l

case 1:
( }. j I k ,= }. j I I k I I ) A(P j I k I ;tP j I I k I I ) A(j '=j , ') This means: the identical
actions are in the same T-guarded summand. Using (R3) and (I1) we get:
T: (u:S+u:S'+T)+U == T: (u: (T:S+T:S' )+T)+U and we are able to remove one
of the two actions u.
case 2:
( }. j I k I = }. j I I k I I ) A(P j I k I ;tP j I I k I I ) A(j , ;tj , ') Th is means: the ident ical
actions are in different T-guarded summands.

According to (R3): u:S+u:S'+T == u: (T:S+T:S')+T
Using inference rule (I1):
T: (u:S+u:S'+T)+T: (u:S+u:S'+T') ==

T: (u: (T: S+ T: S ' ) +T) + T( u: S+u : S ' +T ' ) ( 1)
In the same way
T: (u:S+u:S'+T')+T:(U:S+u:S'+T) ==

T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T')+T: (u:S+u:S'+T) (2)
(1) and (2) give:
T: (u:S+u:S'+T)+T: (u:S+u:S'+T') ==

T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T')+T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T)
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Using (R4) we get
T: (u.: S+T) + T: (u.: S ' +T ') _

T: (u.: (T: S+ T: S ' ) +T ' ) + T: (u.: (T: S+ T: S ' ) +T)
Again (11)

T: (T: (u.: S+T) + T: (u.: S '+T ' ) ) +U ==
T: (T: (u.: (T:S+T:S')+T)+T: (u.: (T:S+T:S')+T'»+U

And using (el) finally
T: (u.: S+T) + T: (u.: S ' +T ' ) +U ==

T: (u.: (T:S+T:S')+T)+T: (ll: (T:S+T:S')+T')+U

This enables us to remove identical actions that are not in the same
T-guarded summand.

END OF PROOF AND THEOREM

3.3 A SYSTEM GENERATOR FUNCTION

We now turn to system generation. We will define a function X on W. To
grasp the idea behind X consider a system WEW.
W = T:(wll:Wll+ ... +wlk:W )+ ... +T:(wJl:WJ1+ ... +wJ)c:W )

1 K J K
1 J

We first will concentrate on the 'smallest' agent that communicates
undeadlockable with W. We collect all 'smallest' agents in Xw• In this
context, 'smallest' means: removal of any action from a smallest agent
XEX W will cause (X,W) to deadlock.
W can make a silent move in the j'th (15j~J) T-guarded summand. An
element XwEXW must ,allow progress in communication. This means that at
least one action WjK with l5k5K j must be offered in Xw. Since we
concentrate on 'smallest' agents, we select ~ action.
Stated otherwise: An action that is element 9f {w j k I l5k5K j } must be
offered in Xw• For the successor state of w· k a similar reasoning
holds. Progress must be offered for all T-guarded summands, leading to
the following definition.

DEFINITION: X

X:W ~ P(V')

K
J j

Let WEW and W = ~ (T: ~ Wjk:WJ' k)
J=l k=l

Xw is defined as follows:

J _

Xu={ ~S'IS'E{W'k:XLI 115k5K. AX EX }}" j=l J J J "jk J Wjk Wjk

END OF DEFINITION
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EXAMPLE:

Wo = T:(~:Wl+B:W2) ~ Xw = {~:Xw , ~:Xw }AXW eXW AX W eXWo 1 2 1122

Wo = T:~:Wl+T:B:W2 ~ Xw = {~:XW +B:XW }AXW eX~ AX W eXWo 1 2 1122

Wo = Tl(~:Wl~B:W2)+_T: (~:~3+0:W4L ~ _
Xw = {~:XW +~:XW , ~:XW +o:XW , B:XW +~:XW , B:Xw +a:XW }

o 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4

AX W EXW AX W eXW AX W eXW .XW eXW1 1 2 233 4 4

END OF EXAMPLE

Let us consider these results. We have reduced an environmental agent
VeV' to a failure equivalent agent WeW and defined for W a set of
'smallest' systems Xw.
From here we take the -following steps:

- We prove that all elements of Xw communicate undeadlockable
with W.

- We show how Xw is a generator of an infinite set of systems
that communicate undeadlockable with W.

PROPOSITION 3.2

PROOF

To prove this we return to the definition of undeadlockable. We give
the proof by checking the four constraints for undeadlockability
(section 3.1).
Let WeW and

II:
J j

W = 1: (T: 1: wJ' k:WJ' k) and XeXwJ=l k=l

We prove that (W,X w) is p-undeadlockable for every p~O. The self
containedness is trivial from the definition of Xw. We prove the
proposition by induction.

Regarding (i):
This constraint demands that for every visible action in W for which
there is a complementary action in Xw, the successorpair is p-1
undeadlockable.
Because W's first action always is a T, we have fulfilled this
constraint.
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Regarding (ii):
For all invisible actions in Xw' the successor and W must be a p
undeadlockable communicating pair.
Because Xw has no invisible actions, (ii) is satisfied.
Regarding (iii):
For all invisible actions in W, the successor and W must be a p
undeadlockable communicating pair. We have to prcve:
J>O~(Aj:15j5J:Kj>O)~

Jr:
j

(Aj,k,Xw:15j5J~15k5Kj~XWEXw: (kE1~jk:Wjk'XW) is p-undeadlockable)

We have to re-examine the three undeadlockability constraints, but
now for the pairs

Jr:
j

( kf ~ j k : Wj k, Xw)

We consider the case for some j', 15j'5J, and some XWEXW.
We quickly deal with (ii) an-d (iii) because neither of the two systems
in the self-contained pair is able to perform an invisible action.
We now turn to (i):
W offers ~j'l:Wj'l+... +~j'k.,:Wj'k., and Xw offers

J J

thus there is a summand s J' ,E {~J"k: Xw. I15k5KJ. ~Xw . EXW. }
J'k J'k J'k

This guarantees progress. Say Xw has selected k' (15k'5K j ,);
this means that ~j' k' :XWj ' k,is offered by Xw.

After communication over ~j' k' we have to answer the question:
Is (W j 'k"XWj , k') P-1 undeadlockable?

This is the same question as the proposition itself, but with p-l
instead of p. This completes our inductive proof.

END OF PROOF AND PROPOSITION

J J
In order to select XWEXW={.~ ~j1:XW. , ... ,.E ~jH:XW. }

J=l J1 J=l JH
with N = K1xK 2 x ... xK J

J
we have to select a sum of actions ~~. with 15n5N from Xw.

j = 1 J n

We call this sum a basic element.
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Next, we repeat the procedure for every successor state of the basic
element
Xw. with l:sj:sJ

J n

We say: Xw is chosen by repeated selection of basic elements.

We refer to elements of P(VI) like Xw as generalized agents.

In the definition of Xw' we have restricted to the 'smallest' (as few
as possible actions) systems that communicate undeadlockable with W.
The following two lemma's allow us to use Xw as a generator of an
infinite set. We will discuss completeness for this generated set.

LEMMA 3.3

For A,BEV' we have:
1) (bR:REVI: (A,R) is undeadlockable ~ (T:A,R) is undeadlockable)
2) (AR:REV': (A,R) is undeadlockable)A(B,R) is undeadlockable ~

(A+B,R) is undeadlockable)

The proof of 1) follows immediately from (R2).
The proof of 2) is straightforward and will be omitted. It follows
immediately from the definition of undeadlockable of chapter 2.

END OF LEMMA

is obtained by repeated

the following pictoral notation

elements.

~
x/ SELF~T

j-';;---

~w'
'1=1 d"SELE<::..T __ ",., ~ :>Ele. <. T

/XI" .. . jl)<:Jn

5El.E~T -"~8 <-- 'E,",,~r
fig. 3.3: repeated selection of basic

J J
An XEXW={ j ~ 1 Iv j 1 : Xj 1 I ••• 1~ 1 (,J j n : Xj H }

selection of basic elements. We use
for this procedure:

The lemma's allow us to put invisible actions between basic elements
and to add basic elements. For example,
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fig. 3.4: systems generated by Xw

The systems of figure 4.4 communicate undeadlockable with W. We will
refer to the set containing these trees and their deadlock equivalent
trees as the set of systems generated Qy Xw•
We do not describe this set formally, nor prove its undeadlockability
but rely on common sense.

An interesting question is: Is Xw complete?
To answer this question, we assume: We only allow solutions if there is
a nonzero chance on communication. The idea is that a designer wants to
design as 'cheap' as possible. This means: Although, for example, the
embedded system X=~:X' +B: X' , and the environment E=a.: E ' with a., B fL(E)
do communicate undeadlockable, we do not accept X as a solution. The
summand B:X" is redundant; chance on communication over B is zero.
In the same way, for example,for an environment E=~:E'+B:E" a
solution X=a.:X' with a.,BfL(X) is rejected. We expect that the summand
B: E" is offered to the embedded system with the intention that there
is a nonzero chance on communication over B.
In other words: We don't allow 'partial' solutions for embedded
systems. Using the above assumption conj ecture st1:'-ongly that Xw is a
complete generatorset.

We have called XwEP(V') a generalized agent. Next, we want to
incorporate agents from V' as a special case of generalized agents. We
like to consider agents from Vas generalized agents with one element.
This means for pEV', we do not distinguish between P and {P}.

We define the sort of such a generalized agent as the union of the sorts
of all the elements in the generalized agent.
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4 INTER-OBJECT COMMUNICATION

4 • 1 OVERVIEW

starting point of this paper was embedded system design. We have
carried the environmental information over to the embedded system.
From here, we concentrate on the embedded system itself. Now, internal
objects and internal communication need to be defined. This chapter
suggests a powerfull approach.
Fundamental ideas in inter-object communication are:

- Detection:
We want an observing system to establish if two systems
communicate. This means, the observing system must interfere
with the pair (' To observe is to communicate' ) . This leads to
mUlti-way communication. To describe this in an elementary
way calls for sees or Asees.

- Signalling:
To be able to communicate with an interface object, we have to
inser't actions in the interface obj ects. Reason for this is:
interface obj ects and environmental obj ects form self
contained pairs. The environment experiences such inserted
actions as being invisible. It is of vital importance that
these inserted T'S do not enable the occurrence of deadlock
when environment and embedded system start communicating.
Suppose we insert actions in XEP(V) and select an element X
from X. If we replace the inserted actions in X by T we must
obtain a system that can be generated by X. This criterion
makes it possible to construct an algorithm for the insertion
procedure.

We discuss detection and signalling in this chapter. A design method
that makes use of so-called causal relations is defined. An example of
high-level design using causal relations is given in chapter 5.

4.2 CAUSAL RELATIONS

In chapter 3 we have generated generalized interface objects from
environmental objects. If we assume that the designer has defined
internal objects we are confronted with the following situation:
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fig. 4.1: Embedded system objects

The next step is to define the inter-object coInlt\unication inside the
embedded system. From an environmental perspective, the internal
actions are experienced as T-actions. Definition of the internal
communication in the embedded system requires input of designer
knowledge. To enable the designer to perform this knowledge input in a
high-level manner we define causal relations. Causal relations
relate the precedence of actions in one system to the actions of
another system.

DEFINITION: CAUSAL RELATION

N>O and
Y1EP(VI)AY2EP(VI)A ... AYNEP(VI)AXEP(VI)

A~X is a causal relation between Y1' ... 'Y N and X iff
AEVA(A is terminating)AL(A)cUL(Yi)AXEL(X)

END OF DEFINITION

Consider XEP(V) and YEP(V) and the constraint that ~EL(Y) causally
precedes an action XEL(X) . The causal relation is ~?X (A=~:NIL in the
above definition). Two tasks are involved in this causal relation:

1. Detect the occurrence of ~ in Y.
2. Signal X that ~ has occurred, thereby evaluating X to take place.

The only way to 'detect' and to 'signal' is by means of communication.
With a causal relation we associate a causal relation implementing
system (CRIS), that communicates with the systems involved in the
causal relation. In our example the CRIS that implements ~?X
communicates with Y and X:
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fig 4.2: CRIS

Detection and signalling are the sUbj ect of the following two
sections; the CRIS is dicussed in section 4.2.3.
Extensive examples can be found in chapter 5.2.

4.2.1 DETECTION

Consider a generalized agent YEP(V') communicating over a. with
another system. We want the CRIS to detect communication between a. and
~. We call the detecting action a.tap.

fig 4.3: mUlti-way communication

In ASCCS I multi-way communication is simple I for example three
communicating systems
( •• ·a.tapa.···) I (••• 0: ••• ) I (···a.tap···)\{d,a.tap,a.tapa.}

will perform one invisible action bringing the three systems to their
successorstates.
We generate Y using a transformation function ~ to permit multi-way
communication. G transforms systems described in CCS to ASCCS
systems. Similar to V, we call VA sec s the set of all systems that can be
described in ASCCS.
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DEFINITION:G

~ (Y):P(V').., P(V'uccs)
tap

~ (Y) is a system transformation that results in replacing all
tap

occurrences of d in Y by ddtap.

END OF DEFINITION

In the same way ~ (~ (Y» which we write as G (Y)
----""'tap ----""'tap =«tap

1 2 tapl
2

replaces all occurrences of d by ddtaPldtaP2.

We do not want to influence the communication between X and Y, just to
detect communication. This means:
We expect the CRIS in every state to be capable of the action dt a p .
In this way, the detection never constrains the da-communication ln
any way.
We use ~ (Y) as follows:

tap

A CRIS that must detect communication over d and a: between Y and some
other system and signals X fLeX) , does not communicate with Y over d but
with ~ (Y).tap .

fig.4.4: a causal relation on ~ (Y) and X.
tap
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4.2.2 SIGNALLING=

Assume again a causal relation a=~X is defined on Y and X.
Implementation of the signalling part has impact on the receiver X. We
design the CRIS such that it is able to signal by communication over
the signalling action pair x and x. Initially, we expect the
signalling action x not to be an element of L(X). Insertion of
sinalling action x in X leads to a transformation of X.

Signaling actions involved in interface objects are experienced by
the environment as unobservable. It is important that these
unobservable actions do not cause deadlock when environmental obj ect
and interface object start communicating.

Consider a causal relation A=~X and a receiving system Xw. To realize
insertion, we define a signalling action x in Xw. The signalling
transformation Fx~x(Xw) results in the following system:

- In, every sequence of actions of the transformed system, X is preceded
by x.
- The transformed system is an element of V'.
- (W,Fx~x(Xw) with x replaced by' T) is undeadlockable.

In other words: F x~ x (Xw) with x replaced by T can be generated by Xw.

Suppose X is being signalled by two CRIS' s as a result of two causal
relations A=~Xl and B=~X2 Xl ,X 2 fL(X).
The transformation to insert the signalling actions Xl and x 2
is F (X) which in general is not the same as

x ~x

x l~ X 1
2 2

F (F (X)) nor as F (F (X) )
x ~x x ~x x ~x x ~x
1122 2212

This means that causal relations involved in a system must be
implemented together, not one after the other.

DEFINITION: F

F: P(V' )~V'

The transformation F (X) with
x ~x

1 1

J J
X= { j E1 Col j 1 : X j 1 , ... , j E1 Col j H : Xj H} and Xj 1 EX j 1 , .... , X j H f Xj H

is defined as follows:



F(X) =
H
l:

n=l

J
.l: 1.I)'n:X)'n)=1
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F (X) =
x ~X-

1 1. .. .
X ~ X-

L L

END OF DEFINITION

We will demonstrate F by means of an example.

EXAMPLE

Consider an environmental object E and its reduced failure equivalent
element W in W:
W = 1: (~:Wl+B:W2)+1:(~:W3+r:W4)
The generalized interface object is:
Xw = {a:X +~:X ,a:X +~:X ,B:X +~:X ,B:X +~:X }

w w w w " w ~ W
1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4

In this example there are two causal relations R-~a and s=~~ that
constrain Xw• The signalling actions to be inserted are a and c.

6i1l VIRCN MENI

fig 4.1: signalling transformation.
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To insert a and c in Xw we transform as follows:
F [Xw]=F [{~:X +~:X ,~:X +~:X ,B:X +~:X ,B:X +~:X }]
a~~ a~~ w

1
w

3
w

1
w

4
w

2
w

3
w

2
w

4
c~~ c~~

a: F [ {~: X +~ : X , ~: X + ~ : X }] +
w w w w

c~ ~ 1 3 1 4
C: F [ {~: X +~ : X , .B: X +~ : X }] + F [ {B : X + ~ : X }]

a~~ w w w w - w W
1 3 2 3 2 4

and
F [{~:X +~:X ,~:X +a:x

w
}]=C:F[{~:Xw +~:XW }]+~:XW +a:x

wc~~ w w W
1 3 1 4 1 3 1 4

and
F [{~:X +~:X ,B:X +a:x }]=a:F[{~:X +~:X }]+.B:X +a:x
a~ ~ w w w w w w w W

1. 3 2 4 1 3 2 4
After subst1tution we get
F [Xw]=a:[c(~:X +~:X )+~:X +a:x ] +
~~ w w w W

1 3 1 4
c~~

c:[a(~:X +~:X )+~:X +a:x ] + B:X +a:x
w w w w w W

1 3 ~ 4 2 4
For notational convenience we om1t the successor states.

F [Xw]=a:(c:(~+~)+~+a)+c: (a:(~+~)+~+a)+B+a

a~~

c~~

W = T: (~+B)+T: (:V+i)

It is easy to verify that:
-~ is preceded by a and ~ by c.
-The transformed system is an element of VI.
-The transformed system communicates undeadlockable with W.

Remark: F (Xw) on W is equal to W[ >.j ).], the mirroring operator
[Koomen] .

END OF EXAMPLE
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4.2.3 CAUSAL RELATION IMPLEMENTING SYSTEM

A system that detects and signals is called a CRIS. A causal relation
uniquely defines a CRIS and makes use of the system transformation E.
System A in the causal relation A:::-? Xlargely configurates the CRIS. We
add the following to A to obtain the CRIS:

- In every state of A we add a reset action.
The action 'reset' is a reserved action in the embedded system
only to be used with the intention to bring the CRIS 's back to
their initial state.

- In section 4.2. 1 we noticed that the CRIS acting as a detector
must not influence the systems under observation. This means
that the possibility of a detecting action must be offered in
every state of the CRIS.

- The complementary action of the signalling action
inserted in the 'receiving' system must be added to the
terminating states (i.e. the NIL states) of the CRIS.

The CRIS for A:::-?X is defined by the following ~lgorithm:

DEFINITION: CRIS

The CRIS is defined by the following algorithm:

BEGIN
A:=A+reset:Ai (* add the reset action to the root *)
FOR all derivatives A' and A" of A DO

BEGIN
A':=A'+reset:Ai (* add the reset action to all other states *)
FOR all ~fL(A) DO

BEGIN
(* Offer in every state of the CRIS a detection action *)
IF not(A'~A") THEN A' :=A'+~:A' i
ENDi

ENDi
Add x:A to the terminating states of Ai
CRIS:=Ai
END.

Secondly, a causal relation defines the transformation F x-? X (X) on X.

END OF DEFINITION

Similarly, for a set of causal relations A1 ::::-?X 1 , ••• ,AL::::-?X L the
definition is as follows:
Every causal relation defines a CRIS, and the set of causal
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relations together define one transformation F (X)
x ~ 'X

1 1. .. .
x ~ 'X

L L

Chapter 5.2 demonstrates F and G transforms and CRIS' s by means of an
embedded system design example.

A last remark concerns redundancy of actions in the CRISIs.
In a computer aided design tool, it is easy to optimize CRISIs by
removing actions from the CRIS that never engage in communication with
the detector and the signalled system.
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5 STRUCTURED EMBEDDED SYSTEM DESIGN

with help of the achievements of chapter 3 and 4 we return to our
primary goal: structured embedded system design. Section 5~1

describes the design method; an example covers section 5.2

5.1 THE DESIGN METHOD

The design method hands us a body for a computer aided design tool. The
steps in the design method that can be computerized are between square
brackets.

STEP 1:
Describe the communication behaviour of objects Eithat make up the
environment.
Guidelines are in section 1.3.

STEP 2:
Calculate W:E i .
Generate X ,the generalized interface object.

w
i

Chapter 3 describes the mathematics.

At this point, all environmental information is carried over to the
embedded system. The next design steps deal only with the objects that
make up the embedded system.

STEP 3:
Define objects internal to the embedded system.
Again, the object-oriented design philosophy of section 1.3.

STEP 4:
Define causal relations between interface/internal embedded system
objects.
Details are in chapter 4.

[~;~ie~~nt causal relations. ]
Section 4.2 outlines the algorithm.

To check whether the generated system adheres the specification one
can expand over (a subset) of the embedded system objects.
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[
STEP 6: J
Expand over objects
Standard ASCCS.

STEP 7:
Interpret results.

To demonstrate the method, an example is worked out in the next
section. This example is based on an example in [Koomen], where it is
used to demonstrate the combination algorithm, a method for designing
interfaces of protocolconvertors.

5.2 EXAMPLE: PROTOCOLCONVERSION

---- ----- -- --'-
~"

"\

\
1

f
I

I

--- /- - - --

-----

Protocol-conversion is a special case of embedded system design. Two
non-communicating objects make up the environment. In the example, we
design a telephone protocol convertor. Following the design method,
the first step is to define environmental obj ects. For obvious reasons
we call one object the source S and the other the destination D.

,- "-' ~\ -\~o~ ME. N-r-= ,~

"- '--- -----.-

r
!

J

fig.5.l: configuration of the telephone protocol convertor
problem.

CCS description of S:

-So = con s: S 1

Sl = T: ster s: So + T:(ptr S :S 2+ ntr s: S3)

-S2 = T: ster s: So + T: dter s: S3

S3 = ster s: So
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CCS description of D:

Do = con d :D 1

D1 = T:sterd:Do + T:ptrd :D 2+ T:ntrd:DO

D2 = T:sterd :D3 + T: crterd : Do

-D3 = dterd:Do

The labels in the above definition of Sand D have the following
meaning:

con: connect request.
ptr: positive terminating response.
ntr: negative terminating response.
ster: source termination request; source indicates that
communication should end.
dter: destination termination request; destination indicates that'
communication should end.

After describing the environment, the next step (step 2) is to
generate interface objects. For respectively Sand D we get the
generalized objects:

Xs 0 = { con s : Xs 1}

Xs 1 = { ster s :X so + ptrS:XS2,sterS:Xso+nters:XS3}

Xs 2 = { ster s: Xs 0+ d'terS:X s3 }

Xs 3 = { ster s: Xs o}

with XsOfXsO~XS1fXS1~XS2fXS2~XS3fXS3~XS4fXs4and for D:

XdO = { cond: Xd1}

Xd1 = { 5terd :XdO + pterd :X d2 + ntrd:XdO}

Xd2 = { dterd:XdO+ sterd :X d3 }

Xd3 = { dter : Xd 0 }
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Our next step (step3) is the definition of internal obj ects. We define
an internal system I i this system takes the internal decision to allow
communication (system is 'up') between source and destination or
forbid this (system is 'down'). In protocolconvertors, the internal
systems are time-outs, blocking signals (overload), etc.

1 0 = start:I 1

1 1 = 7:1 2 + 7:1 3

1 2 = up:I 4

1 3 = dOWn: 1 4

1 4 = reset:I o

In step 4 we define causal relations:

1. ster s tap I (ntrdt a p+dterdt a p+ster dt a p+ptrdtap: dter dt a p+down)
~reset

2. start~ cons

3. constap:up ~ con d

4 ster stap ' ~ s:terd

-5. ptrdtap' ~ ptr s

6. ntr dtap ' ~ ntrs

7. dter dtap ' ~ dter s

These causal relations
G (Xd) and I.

ptr
ptr dtap
ntr dtap '
ntr dtap
dte~tap'

dter dtap
dtap'

are defined on G (X s ) and
-C 0 n

ster tap
ster stap

stap'
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The embedded system consists of a total of ten objects:

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I

OOW",/ I

I
I
I
I
I
I___L

..,. - - -~~c~-

I I

I I
I I

" ISu;'l-:

f'
-t
I

I

'-- - --

fig. 5.2: embedded system configuration.

The source inteface is F (G (X s ) and
d~ d t ere 0 n
;~;t; Sst e r tap
~~ .pt;. Sst e r s tap
g~ conssta p ,

s

The destination inteface is F_ (G (X s ) and
c~con ptr
s~;t;~ ptr dtap

d ntrdtap'

ntr dtap

dte~tap'

dter dtap
dtap'

The internal system is F_ (I)
r~ res e t
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The generated ASCCS descriptions (step 5) are:

CRIS1:
Ho=sterstap:Hl+ntrdtap:H2+ dterdtap:H2+

sterd tap: H2+ptrd tap: H4+down: H2+reSE\t h : H0

Hl=sterstap:Hl+ntrdtap:H3+ dterdtap:H3+

sterdtap:H3+ptrdtap:Hs+down:H2+reseth:Ho

H2=sterstap:H3+ntrdtap:H2+ dterdtap:H2+

sterdtap:H2+ptrdtap:H2+down:H2+reseth:Ho

H3=r:Ho+sterstap:H3+ntrdtap:H3+ dterdtap:H3+

Sterdtap:H3+Ptrdtap:H3+down:H3+reseth:Ho

H4=sterstap:Hs+ntrdtap:H4+ dterdtap:H6+

sterdtap:H4+Ptrdtap:H4+down:H4+reseth:Ho

Hs=sterstap:Hs+ntrdtap:Hs+ dterdtap:H3+

sterdtap:Hs+ptrdtap:Hs+down:Hs+reseth:Ho

H6=sterstap:H3+ntrdtap:H6+ dterdtap:H6+

5terdtap:H6+ptrdtap:H6+down:H6+reseth:Ho

CRIS2:
Go=start:G 1+reset g :G o

Gl=start:Gl+resetg:Go+g:Go

CRIS3:
co=constap:Cl+resetc:Co

Cl=constap:cl+resetc:cO+UP:C2

C2=constap:c2+resetc:cO+UP:C2+c:CO



CRIS4:
SO=stertap,:sl+resetS:SO

Sl=ster tap ' :Sl+resetS:SO+S:S O

CRISS:
PO=ptrdtap,:Pl+resetp:po

Pl=ptrdtap,:Pl+resetp:Po+P:Po

CRIS6:
No=ntrdtap,:Nl+resetn:No

Nl=ntrdtap·:Nl+resetn:No+n:No

CRIS7:
Do=dterdtap,:Dl+resetd:Do

Dl=dterdtap,:Dl+resetd:Do+d:Do

The internal object becomes:

Io=start:I 1

-I 2=up:I 4

I 3 =dOWi1:I 4

39
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and for the interface objects:

- -XS2=p:xS3+n:xS4+sterssterstapsterstap':Xso

XS3=sterssterstapsterstap' :X so +ptrs:Xs5

XS4=sterssterstapsterstap':Xso+ntrs:XS7

XsS=d:XS6+sterssterstapsterstap' :X so

XS6=sterssterstapsterstap':Xso+dterS:XS7

XS7=sterssterstapsterstap':Xso

-Xdl=cond:Xd2

Xd2=S:Xd3+ptrdPtrdtapptrdtap':Xd4+ntrdntrdtapntrdtap' :X dO

Xd3=S"terdS"te'rdtap:XdO+ptrdPtrdtapptrdtap' :Xd4
+ntrdntrdtapntrdtap':XdO

Xd4=S:Xds+dterddterdtapdterdtap' :X dO

Xds=dterddterdtapdterdtap' :XdO+Sterdsterdtap:Xd6

Xd6=dterddterdtapdterdtap,Xdo

To check the generated embedded system, we expand (step 6) over all
embedded system objects. The expansion is straightforward. In the
expansion we abbreviate:

cons instead of (consconstaplconstap)

ptrd instead of (ptrdptrdt a pptrdtap' Iptrdtap Iptrdtap I )

- instead (5terdSterdtap!sterdtap)sterd of

ster s instead of (ster sster s tapster s tap I I S't'ers tap I st"e'rs tap' )

ntrd instead of (ntrdntr dt a pntrd tap I I ntrdtap Intrdtap I)

dterd instead of (dterddterdtapdterdtap,ldterdtapldterdtap')
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The expansion is in appendix b. The simplified results (gathered by
deleting identical states) are shown below. Reduction by means the 7
laws is not pennitted because we are dealing with ASCCS instead of CCS.

----....
A o = 7 (start) :A 1 A 27 = sterd :A34
A 1 = 7 (choose up) :A 2 +ptrd : A 3 5

+7 (choose down) : A 3 +ntrd :A36
+7 (g) :A 4 A 2 a= 7 (s) :A37

A 2 = 7 (g) :A s +dterd :A 20
A 3 = 7 (down) :A 6 A 30 = ~rs : A 3 1

+7 (g) :A7 +ptr s :A41
A 4 = cons :A a +dterd : A 4 2

+7 (choose up) :A s A 31 = 7(S) :A43
+7 (choose down) :A7 +dterd :A 20

As = cons :A 9 A 32 = ster s :A 20
A 6 = 7(g) :A 10 A 33 = mrs :A 20
A 7 = cons : A 11 +ntr s :A47

+7 (down) :A 10 A 35 = dterd :A 20
A a = ster s : A 1 2 A 37 = ~d :A 20

+7 (choose up) :A 9 +sterd : As 1
+7 (choose down) :A 11 A 41 = ster s :A s 3

A 9 = 7(Up) :A 13 +dterd :A s 4
+ster s : A 14 A 42 = ster s :A 20

A 10 = cons : A 15 A 43 = ~d :A20
All = ster s :A 16 +sterd :A s S

+7 (down) : A 1 S A 47 = ster s :A 20
A 12 = 7 (choose up) :A 14 A S1 = dterd : A 2 0

+7 (choose down) :A 16 As 3= 7(S) :A 62
A 13 = ster s :A 17 +dterd :A 20

+7 (c) : A 1 a As 4= 7(d) : A 6 4
A 14 = 7(Up) : A 1 7 +ster s :A 20
A 1S = ster s :A 20 As 5= dterd :A 20
A 16 = 7 (down) :A 20 A 62 = ~d :A 20
A 17 = 7(C) : A 2 1 +~d :A71
A 1a = ster s : A 2 1 A 64 = dter s :A74

+con d :A 22 +ster s :A 20
A 20 = 7(r) :A23 A 71 = dterd :A 20
A 21 = cond :A 24 A 74 = ster s :A 20
A 22 = ster s :A 24

+ptrd :A 2S
+ntrd :A26

A 23 = 7 (reset) :Ao
A 24 = 7(S) :A 27

+ptrd :A 2 a
+ntrd :A 29

A 2S = 7(p) :A30
+ster s :A31
+dterd :A32

A 26 = 7 (n) :A33
+ster s : A 2 9
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6 CONCLUSION

6. 1 EVALUATION OF THE DESIGN METHOD

A framework for the functional embedded system design on a high level
is presented.
The main advantages of the method are:

-It is possible to specify designs with relatively few statements: The
environment specification, the internal objects and the causal
relation. For example in the protocolconversion design problem, the
convertor is fully specified by the description of two interface
objects, one internal object and seven causal relations.
-It is possible to formally verify the embedded system design. Asees
expansion (step 6 of the design method) enables us to calculate
composite behaviour.
-Designs can easily be modified, for example by changing causal
relations. This makes maintainance easy.
-Designing is separated in two: Defining objects and defining the
communication between the objects. In design, it is naturel to first
think of obj ects and secondly of their interconnection. This approach
also paves the way for modular design.
-The method lends itself for computer aided design.

Though the accent is on hardware design, the method is general.
The method is developed with an interactive design workstation in
mind. This workstation should perform object generation (Xw)' the
transformation G, causal relation implementing systems
(eRIS) generation, insertion (F) and (AS) ees expansion and reduction.
optimization by removing redundancy from eRIS' s is also programmable.
This idea is in section 4.4.
Another user-friendly feature of the workstation is keeping the
sUbscripts 'tap' hidden for the designer. Once G is defined by the
user, he is not interested in the sUbscripts.

As shown in the example of chapter 5, protocolgeneration works well
with the method. Such a convertor consists mostly of an interface
(aside from time-outs, internal blocking signals etc.). This means
that most of de design work is done once the environment is described
in ees.

The next section gives suggestions to continue the work.
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6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This paper attempts to make a step forward in structured system
design. Suggestions for further research are summed up below. .

Causal relations form one approach to structure inter-cbj ect
communication. They have their limitations. For example, it is only
possible to address single labels; constructs like a.::-7 (X. l +x. 2) are not
allowed.
Causal relations in general provide a means to define systems. As
shown above, in its present form it is not possible to describe every
system.

Another point is: The manual verification by checking the expansion
over the embedded system is a lot of work: Expansions give a bulky
result. It is worthwile to search for high-level checks directly on
(redefined) causal relations.

Another, more fundamental, topic is the CCS-ASCCS relation. It is not
allowed to mix up CCS and ASCCS; think for example of the r-Iaws.
In Milners report [Milner2] this point is also mentioned.

But, of course, above all a primary research area is the' compilation'
of (AS)CCS agents in hard/software.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF QE THEOREM 3.2

THEOREM 3.1

(AV:VEV':(~W:WEW:V=W»

PROOF

We start with an element VEV' and apply the reduction rules (R1) to
(R4) , (C1) and (I1) for failure equivalence.

Let VEV'

I J
V =,~ V 1' :V 1, + ~ T:V'J' and for all j, l~j~J

1=1 j=l

We substitute V'j into Vi this gives

J< L
I J j ,

V = ~ v': V, +, ~ T: ( ~ v J' k : VJ, k + ~ J T: V' J' 1
i=l 1 1 J=l k=l 1=1

We will reduce V to a failure equivalent form without 'nested T'S'.
An agent P has nested T'S iff:

Let V'ACV' be the set of agents without 1-cycles, with non-terminating
behaviour and without nested 1'S:

V'A CV ' V EV''A V'A is an element of V'A iff

where I>O or J>O and

(Aj:1~j'~J:Mj>0) and

(bi,j,m:1~i~I'1~j~JA1~m~Mj:viEL(V'A)AVjmEL(V'A)AViEV'AAVjmEV'A)

We use (C1) to remove all nested l' s, thereby reducing VEV' to V'A EV'A
with V'A=V.
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v = S+T: (T+T:U) with

K L
1. J j .

S= l: v·:V· +.~ T:( ~ vJ'k:VJ'k+ ~JT:VIJ'li=l 1 1 J=2 k=l 1=1

K L
j j

T = ~ V 1 k: V1 k + ~ T: VI 11 and U = VI 11
k=l 1=2

According to (Cl): S+T: (T+T:U) _ S+T+T:U

and

K

S+T+ T: U =, ~ Vi: Vi + ~ 1 V 1 kV1 k
1=1 k=l

K
J j

+.~ T:( ~ VJ'k:VJ'k
J=l k=l

j ;t 1

L

+ ~jT:VIJ'l)
1 =1

and we have removed a nested T_ Repeating this procedure removes all
nested TIS, bringing V to VA-

Consider VA; we call the summands Vi: Vi the not l2Y T-guarded summands
and the
summands

11
j

T: (L vJ·m:V J· m) the T-guarded summands of VA
m=l

We will reduce V to a failure equivalent form without non-T-guarded
summands_ Let VBcVA be the set of all agents without T-cycles, with
non-terminating behaviour, without nested TIS and without non-T
guarded summands:

VB is an element of VB iff

J K j
VB=.~ T: ( ~ vJ'k:VJ' k) where J>O and (Aj:l~j~J:KJ'>O) and

J=l k=l

(Aj ,k:l~j~JAl~k~Kj: Vj k€L(VB)"V j k€V B)

We use (R2) and (Rl) to reduce VA€VA to VB€VB with VA=V B in the
following way:

If J=O in VA then we use

In this case: VA

(R2) to insert
I

= ~ v·:V,
i =1 1 1

aT_
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According to (R2): S _ T:S and hence
I

V~ = 1: y·:V,
1'\ i = 1 1 1

If J>O in VA then we use (R1) to remove the non-T-guarded summands.

M
J j I

U =.1: T:( 1: YJ·m:V J· m) + 1: Y·:V·
J=l m=l i=2 1 1

According to (R1): S+T:T+U _ T: (S+T)+T:T+U

M
J j I

.1: T:(1: YJ,m:VJ'm) +.1: y1,:V iJ=2 m=l 1=2

and we have removed a non-T-guarded summand. Repeating this procedure
reduces VAfVA to VBfVB

The final step is to reduce VB fVB to WfW such that VB=W. We have to deal
with the constraint that two actions which are the same must have the
same successor states.
We distinguish two cases in VB:

J>O"(Aj:1:::j:::J:K j >O)' and

case 1:

case 2:

case 1:

(Aj , , j , , ,k' ,k' , : 1::: j , ::: J AI::: j , , ::: J " 1 ::: k ' ::: K j "1::: k' , ::: K ~ :
Yj'k·fL(VB)"Yjl'kl,fL(VB)"-'(Yj'k'=VjI'k") "j =j")

thl.s means, the identical actions are in the same T-guarded
summand
(AJ" J'" k' k" ·l<J' '<JA 1 <J" '<J"l<k'<K·"l<k' '<K··-, , , • - - - - - - J - - 1·

Y j , k ' f L (V B) " Y j I I k I , f L (VB) "-, ( Y j I k ' = Y j I , k I I) "j 1: j , , )
thl.S means, the identical actions are l.n different T-guarded
summands

VB = T: ( Y j I k I : S + Y j I k I • : T + U) + U ' with S = V j , k" T = V j I k I , ,
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J
and U' =, 1: T: (1: v J' k: V J, k)

J=1 1'=1
j ;t j •

according to (R3):
u:S+u:T+U =u: (T:S+T:T)+U
Using inference rule (Il):
T: (u:S+u:T+U)+U' =T: (U:(T:S+T:T)+U)+U'
which gives for VB:

T: (u: (T:S+T:T)+U)+U'=

We have removed a pair with v j , k ' = v j , , k ' , but with different successor
states Vj , k' and V j , , k' , • Thl.s procedure can be repeated to remove all
such pal.rs.

case 2:

VB = T: (Vj' k' :S+T)+T: (Vj" k" :S'+T')+U with S = V j • k"

)(

j
T =kE1Vjk:Vjk , S' = Vji'klt,

k;tk'
j ;t j ,

)(
J j

U = 1:T: ( 1: T:(v]'k:VJ'k)
J=1 k=1

~ ;t ~ : ,
J ;t J
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According to (R3): u:S+u:S'+T = u: (T:S+T:S')+T
Using inference rule (I1):
T: (u:S+u:S'+T)+T: (u:S+u:S'+T') =

T: (u: (T: S+ T: S ' ) +T) + T ( u: S+ u: S ' +T ') ( 1)

In the same way
1: (u:S+u:S'+T')+T:(U:S+u:S'+T) _

T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T')+T: (u:S+u:S'+T) (2)

From (1) and (2):
T: (u:S+u:S'+T)+T: (u:S+u:S'+T') =

T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T')+T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T)

Using (R4) we get
T: (u:S+T)+T: (u:S'+T') = T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T')+T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T)

Again (I1)
T: (T: (u:S+T)+T: (u:S '+T') )+U =

T: (T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T)+T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T'»+U

And using (e1) finally
T: (u:S+T)+T: (u:S'+T')+U= T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T)+T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T')+U

This gives for VB: T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T)+T: (u: (T:S+T:S')+T')+U

x
j

+ k~ l Y j k : V j k) +T: ( Y j • k I : V p

~ t= ~ •
J p'

This procedure to remove pairs of the same actions but with different
successor states can be repeated, and brings VBEVB to WEW.

END OF PROOF AND THEOREM
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APPENBIX B: EXPANDED VERSION OF PROTOCOLCONVERTOR

O)HOGOCOSOPONODoloXxOXdO=T(start)
1)HOG1COSoPONODollXSOXdO=T(choose

+T(choose
+T(g)

2)HOG1COSOPONoDoI2XSOXdO=T(g)
3)HOG1COSoPONODoI3XSOXdO=T(down)

+T(g)
4)HOGoCOSOPONoDOllXS1XdO=conS

+T(choose
+T(choose

5)HoG1COSOPoNODOI2XS1XdO=cons
6)H2GOCOSOPoNODOI4XSOXdO=T(g)
7)HOGoCOSOPoNODOI3XS1XdO=cons

+T(down)
8)HOGOC1S0PONoDollXS2XdO=sters

+T(choose
+T(choose

9)HOGOC1S0PONODOI2XS2XdO=T(Up)
+ster s

10)H2GOCOSoPoNoDoI4XS1XdO=cons
11)HOGOC1S0PONODoI3XS2XdO=sters

+T(down)
12)H1GOC1S1PoNoDOllXS2XdO=T(choose

+T(choose
13)HOGOC2S0PONODoI4XS2XdO=sters

+T(C)
14)H1GOC1S1PONoDOI2XS2XdO=T(Up)
15)H2GOC1S0PoNoDOI4XS2XdO=sters
16)H1GOC1S1PoNoDoI3XS2XdO=T(down)
17)H1GOC2S1PONoDOI4XS2XdO=T(C)
18)HoGOCoSOPoNoDoI4XS2Xdl=sters

+cond
20)H3GOC1S1PoNODoI4XS2XdO=T(r)
21)H1GOCOS1PoNODOI4XS2Xdl=cond
22)HoGOCoSoPONoDoI4XS2Xd2=sters

+ptr d
+ntrd

23)HOGOC1S1PONoDoISXS2XdO=T(reset)
24)H1GOCOS1PONoDOI4XS2Xd2=T(S)

+ptrd
+ntr d

25)H4GOCOSOP1NoDoI4XS2Xd4=T(P)
+ster s
+dterd

26)H2GOCOSOPoN1DoI4XS2XdO=T(n)
+~s

27)H1GOCOSoPoNoDOI4XS2Xd3=sterd
+ptrd
+ntr d
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28)HSGOCOS1P1NODOI4XS2Xd4=T(S)
+dterd

29)H3GOCOS1PON1DOI4XS2XdO=T(r)
30)H4GOCOSOPONODOI4XS3Xd4=~rS

+ptr s
+dterd

31)HSGOCOS1PONODOI4XSOXd4=T(S)
+dterd

32)H6GOCOSOPONOD114XS2xdO=sters
33)H2GOCOSOPONODOI4XS4XdO=~rs

+ntr s
34)H3GOCOSOPONODOI4XSOXdO=T(r)
35)HSGOCOSOP1NODOI4XSOXd4=dterd
36)H3GOCOSOPON1DOI4XSOXdO=T(r)
37)HSGOCOSOP1NODOI4XSOXdS=~d

+sterd
38)H3GOCOS1P1NOD114XSOXdO=T(r)
39)HOGOCOS1PON1DOISXsOXdO=T(reset)
41)H4GOCOSOP1NODOI4XSSXd4=sters

+dterd
42)H6GOCOSOPONOD114XS3XdO=sters
43)HSGOCOSOPONODOI4XSOXdS=~d

+sterd
44)H3GOCOSOPONOD114XSOXdO=T(r)
45)H3GOCOS1PONOD114XSOXdO=T(r)
46)H3GOCOS1PONODOI4XSOXdO=T(r)
47)H2GOCOSOPONODOI4XS7XdO=sters
48)HOGOCOSOPONODOISXsOXdO=T(reset)
49)H3GOCOSOP1NOD114XSOxdO=T(r)
50)HOGOCOSOPON1DOISXsOXdO=T(reset)
51)HSGOCOSOP1NODOI4XSOXd6=dterd
52)HOGOCOS1P1NOD1ISXSOXdO=T(reset)
53)HOGOCOS1P1NODOI4XSOXd4=T(S)

+dterd
54)H6GOCOSOPONOD114XSSXdO=T(d)

+ster s
55)HSGOCOSOPONODOI4XSOXd6=dterd
56)HOGOCOSOPONOD1ISXsOXdO=T(reset)
57)HOGOCOS1PONOD1ISXsOXdO=T(reset)
58)HOGOCOS1PONODOISXSOXdO=T(reset)
61)H3GOCOSOP1NOD114XSOXdO=T(r)
62)HSGOCOSOP1NODOI4XSOXdS=~d

+sterd
63)H3GOCOS1P1NOD114XSOXdO=li!l
64)H6GOCOSOPONODOI4XS6XdO=dters

+ster s
69)HOGOCOSOP1NOD1ISXSOXdO=T(reset)
71)HSGOCOSOP1NOD114XSOXd6=dterd
72)H3GOCOSOP1N1Dl14XSOXdO=T(r)
73)HOGOCOSOP1N1D1ISXSOXdO=T(reset)
74)H6GOCOSOPONODOI4XS7xdO=sters
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